ENERGY LINES IN OUR LANDSCAPE
By Ren Ellett
I am loath to call them lay lines and I am unsure whether they are man-made or enhanced and
redirected by man, but the fact is they exist. I am referring to lines of energy comprising red, black
and white components, identified by John Kerry and first brought to my attention by John at
Tapapakanga Regional Park on the Firth of Thames. John quoted Hamish Miller’s book ‘Search for
the Southern Serpent’ in which Hamish describes identifying energy lines in the south of the North
Island that are similar to lay lines, followed by dowsers in Great Britain.
Recent interest in these energies has risen after three field trips organised by David Campbell.
The first was to the oak tree as reported in our March Journal. The second trip was to view the coil
under the Grafton Gully Bridge (see article to follow). The third being to the Luna Tower in the car
st
park in Oteha Valley Rd, Albany on the 1 July.
Round Tower, Devenish, Ireland

The Luna Tower, as was the coil in Grafton Gully, were designed by Caroline Robinson with input
from Albino Gola, who it would be safe to say, placed these works of art as dictated by energies. The
Luna Tower with its block of granite, raises the local energy in a radius of half a kilmeter, and also
acts as a transformer for the red, black and white line that runs northwards. As John Kerry points out,
this line runs the length of Dominion Road, and is likely to be the energy line referred to in maori
mythology, used by the spirits of the dead in their journey north, to their ancestral land known as
Haviki.
The Luna Tower has been compared to the round towers of England and Ireland, their purpose as
described by Allanah Moore in her book ‘Stone Age Farming’ is to radiate the energy of
paramagnetic rock to supply fields with nutrients for good growth. Our dowsing exercise on our visit
to the tower, lead us to believe that the tower does not calm people but energises them and it does
have some healing properties.

This site is well worth a visit by dowsers to check all aspects of the tower’s influence and also ask
the important questions of who commissioned the project and who paid for it?
Luna Tower, Albany

GRAFTON BRIDGE ENERGY COIL
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Saw a small group of members led by David Campbell on an outing on the 10 June, to view
the underside of the Grafton Bridge in central Auckland. Beneath this structure is what we would term
‘a large coil’. The late Albino Gola was instrumental in the placement of this coil. It was put in place
in 2003, when the elevated sides along the walk way were put in place, to off-set the large number of
suicide cases of people jumping over the sides of the bridge, into the gully below, where the
motorway now runs. The photograph is downloaded from the ………… in the section relating to the
GRAFTON GULLY, but no mention of the reason of its placement. What is printed under the
photograph reads: ‘More than roads. The achievements of the Grafton Gully Project in archaeology,
environmental management, design, traffic management, community relations and project delivery set
benchmarks used as a model for other projects. The project won a Public Archaeology Award at the
International Road Federation Global Road Achievement Award for Environmental Mitigation.’The
multi layers of road criss-crossing as they snake down the gully is impressive, but how many
Aucklanders would appreciate knowing the real truth of what they drive under on this road.
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David found hidden away in a report from Otago University paper dated 18 May 2009 – titled:
Grafton Bridge Suicide Study Proves Barriers; Effectiveness’.
Then a report from Caroline Robinson sourced from ropeworks, 2003
“As if a giant has casually coiled a hose or a monster spider has started their wed in a convenient
nook of the Wellesley Street Bridge above the Auckland-Kumeu Motorway there is an eye-catching
sculpture. Hopefully not too distracting for drivers passing beneath, it’s large and at around 6 metres
diameter it’s easy to spy from a car. Only the truly adventurous will scramble around the overpass to
get a close-up view from under the bridgework.
There’s an obvious element of engineering in it, and some viewers may comprehend it as material
from the construction of the Grafton Gully motorway and roads. There is a connection in that is was
commissioned by Freeflow Alliance (Transit NZ) the motorway engineering project group.
David supplied the following information sourced online from www.worldwidehealthcentre.net (though
article no longer on site)
Geopathic energies can be handled in several different ways: they can be reflected or refracted,
absorbed, blocked or transformed. Different types of energies need to e corrected in different ways.
In one case, reflecting an energy may be appropriate, in another it may be appropriate to blaock it. It
is vitally important, however, that whatever method is used, the undersirable energies are not
reflected to affect someone else.”
The report then goes on to talk about effectiveness of crystals in the use of absorbing geopathic
energies, but the relevance to the Grafton Gully bridge is not clear. Followed by interesting facts
about coils.
“Coils can also be used and are usually come in pairs with a clockwise nd anticlockwise rotation.
They are made of 10 evolutions of thick copper wire, with a spike sticking out at 45 degrees. He
length of the spike and the diameter of the coil need to be the same….’
All good report, but again, no actual statement that this is what the big coil under the bridge is all
about. All of this is very interesting in the light that the Auckland Council has erected a large mirror in
the central business district, in a side street off the central Queen Street. –
The report tells us - ‘Mirrors will reflect negative energy in the same way as they reflect light. As it
is thought that the mirror reflects the negative ray back onto itself, thereby cancelling out the charge,
the size and exact placing of the mirros are important. Aluminium foil can also be used to neutralize
negative energies. This has to be positioned carefully, and the exact size needs to be established
using kinesiology testing or DOWSING’.
WOW ! The word dowsing actually used in a report, wonderful.

